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This report describes an experimental investigation into the

matter of evaluating sprays. Two particular aspects of tke problem

h'ave been studied: 1) impact break-up of drops when the spray is

sampled by means of coated slides, and 2) drop break-up a•zociated

with shock waves.

The first phase of the work made uSe of glass slides coated with

highly viscous silicone oils to sample individual drops. An empirical

equation has been established which specifies critical impact velocitie&

forA water drops whose diameters iii in the range 3O-22•0 microns.

Extrapolation to smaller drops gives plausible values of critical
velocities.

The second aspect off tO problem was studied 4n a shock tube. New

results have been obtained with water and methyl alcohol in the 100-700

micron range of drop diameters. Apparatus has been developed which is

believed capable of studying s iock break-up of considerably smaller drops,
perhaps down to 25 mierons in diameter.

0
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0 IACT BREAK-UP - A COLLECTION P3oBLEM

1. sandtatement ofProbl

a. er�eral. In the field of liquid spray analysis one of the

most important factors to be determined is the drop size distribution.

This factor has been studied extensively both from the theoretical and

experimental points of view. The determination of drop size distribu-

tion experimentally has been a problem for many years, and - number of

adethods have been devised. Ore of these is the collection of drops or.

slides or in cells for subsequent microscopic examination. Marn other

methods have been used but this one is of particular interest in the

present work* A resumg of slide sampling and various other methods

of spray analysis is given in Reference 1.

The collection method (on slides or in cells) has been used most

wldely because uf its simplicity, directness, and relative ease of

operation. Some of the problems involved are these: the discrimination

anain-t small drops (i.e., the small drops tend to follow the streamlines

crnund the slide or cell); in the case of cells a the spreading action of

the airztream on tl.e collecting fluid; the tedious work involved in measur-

ing the drops in the so.nples ob"t ned; amd the seconKdary break-up of drops

when the- strike the collecting surface.

The problem -f discrimination against small drops can be overcome

to a certain extent by reducing the width of the slide or cell, although

complete collection occurs only when the s3 de or cell approaches the

size of the drop. By shielaing the slide or cell with a shutter, the

action of the airatrcim on the surface of the collecting fluid can be

minimized. Yet here again the presence of the shutter will disturb the

flow ahead of the slide. Satisfactory sampling results when measurements

are limited to those droos lying close to the stagnation point.

The work involved in measuring the sixe of drops can be reduced

by photographing the samples and then using, a semi-automatic scanning

device, such as described by Rupe (ref. 2), for counting drops in each

e.se grcao, If the bottom of the cell is coated with a suitable non-

wetting agent, the drops will maintain their sphtrical shape when they

0
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come to rest on the bottom of the cell. By the proper c.,,,ice of izaer-icn

fluid the aolubility of the drops can be ignored withi:, ti.e time required

to make a r-.crophotographic expcsure.

Awareness of the problem of secondary break-up seems tobe compara-
tively recent. Golitzine (ref. 3) recognized it ad, by s3:%pling the Lame
spr-ay at vpriou!: speeds, decidcd that the velocities in wnich he was inter-
ested were too Law for the drops to break upon impact with oil-coated slides.

Most other in estigators do not appear to have been concerned with impact
break-up. This attitude may be partially justified by the circumstance
that sampling was usually c~rried out at rather low velocities. Rupe

(ref. 2) considered the problem in choosing the viscosity of the collect-
ing fluid, and later made a detailed study of impact break-.up in liquids

of I.. viscosity.

6. Inmortance of Determining Critical Ielocities of Single Drops.

In the collection method of sampling sprays, care must be taken so that
"ao secondary break-up occurs when t,.he drops strike the cGilector. This

br •*k-up would be expected to dpena main'ly on the size of the drop,
the velocity of impact, and the properties of the collector. Since a
spray consists of many drops traveling at different velocities3 it would
be impossible to obtain any definite relationship between drop diameter

and critical impact velocity by sampling a spray. A logical alternative,

therefore, is to produce single drops and determine their critical

velocities. The information so obtained can then be applied to the

problem of determining the conditions for reliably sampling sprays.

c. Earlier Work on Critical Impact Velocity. Sahay (ref. 4)
and Singh (ref. 5) observed the critical heights through which water drops

of different sizes must fall in order to rupture when they strike oils of
various viscosities. They noted that the critical height (velocity) of
a given size drop decreased with increasing viscosity, reached a minimum
at a viscosity of about 0.02 poise, and then increased in an approximately

linear mannerp as shown in Fig. 1. It is interesting to note that a

minimum point is reached in the vicinity of the viscosity of water.
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SahV also Plotted the critical height (velocity) vs. the reciprocal

mass at the drop (Fige 2) for collecting fluids of different viscosities,

and fomnd that as the mass increased the critical height decreased

linearly. The viscosities ot the liquids used are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1

Lissid No. viscos~ity
1 .1942 poise
2 .1738
3 .0562
h .0324
5 .0182

6 .0105

7 .0082

Rupe (ref. 6) seem first to have realized that impact break-up

could be a source of considerable error in the determination of drop

size distribution. Rupe's interest was in drops smaller than roughly

1000 microns, whereas the smallest drop studied by Sahay and Singh was

2750 microns in diameter. In addition the impact velocities in Rupe's

work were noch higher. Because of the lack of pertinent information he

performed i series of experiments with drops whose diameters ranged

between 100 and 500 microns. He found that with kerosene as the collect-

ing fluid the relationship between the critical velocity and the drop

diameter is linear when plotted an log-log paper as in Fig. 3. The

equation of this line is

d
where V is the critical velocity in moters/sec., d the diameter of the

drop In microns, and C a constant equal to 1725.

do Opal at Present Investigation. An the data obtained by Sahay,

3Slehs and Iqw indicate that the critical impact velocity even for small

drp•e 1s oMWltra1V*.ly lam, a mams of increasing this critical velocity

not be obtained it sampling is to be successful in relatively fast



airstreams, The cnly prcpcaty ti-at ',r* be varied ccnveniently appeaxs

to be the vi.scosity of the collecting fluid. The ai:! 1 this investiga-

tion has been to determine the critical impact velocities 1'cr drops using

collecting liquids of much higher viscosity.

2. E=erimental Technique and Anaratus

a. Hietor: RV.ur4. The first problem encountere-` -. he

determina~l-n of critical drop velocity is that of produzing single drops

the size of which can be controlled. Rupe (ref. 6) in his 5tudies

usod a microburette patterned after the device invented by Lane (ref. 7).

Rupe's microburette produced drops down to 75 microns in diameter.

In order to determine the velocity of a drop at the t*iie of im.pact,

an optical velometer was constructed. It is similar in principle to

Rupe's and will be described in Section 2 b. Rupe varied the impact

velocity Af the drop by varying the distance from the collecting cell

to the tip of the microburette. His collecting cell was 0.375-inch in

diameter and 0.375-inch deep, being f'illed with kerosene having a kinematic

¢-scosity of 2.32 centistokeS and a specific gravity of .802 at 20'C.

Sahay's apparatus was quite simple. It consisted of a glass reservoir

in which the water level was kept constant, and was eoiipped with a

spout on the bottom to which capillary tubes of various sizes could be

attached. This variety of sizes of capillary tubes enabled him to produce

relatively large drops of controllable size. The drops were allowed to

fall and strike an oil surface. The critical height was obtained by

raising or lowering the reservoir to produce an impact velocity just

sufficicnt to shatter the drop.

b. Description of Apparatus. Our version of the Lane microburette

is shown in Figs. 4, '5, and 6. It consists basically of a 1/2-inch I.D.

Plexiglas cylinder in which 0.007-inch I.D. hypodermic tube is axially

mounted. The lower end of the hypodermic tube was .urned down to a point,

the upper end being connected through a short length of rubber tubing to

the reservoir containing the drop liquid (water in this case). Air at an

adjustable pressure could be f, -ced to flow down the annular region between
the Plexiglas cylinder and the hypodermic tube. This air in passing by
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0 the tip of tha typoderaic tube pulls a drop off when it rr-;tnhea a cer tain
*ite detorneind by the air velocity.

The recervoIr (Pigs 7) is a sealable tark of approximately 1/2-pint

capacity, which can be pressurised irith a rubber bulb to force the liquid

out of the tip of the hypodermic tube at the proper rate.
Water drops down to 200 microns in diameter were produced with this

xicroburettt, although the trajectories of drops bmaller than 500 microns

were quite erratic during initial tests. However, it was found that by

coating the tip with a non-wetting agent* the t rajectories were more nearly

vertical. This held true down to appraximately 300 micrcxs in diameter,

beyond which the trajectories again became erratic.

In use the microburette is placed in a small-scale wind tunnel

(Figs. 4,5, and 6) where the drops can be accelerated to higher velocities.

The contoured walls of this wind tunnel are made of wood, the other sides

being of Ple~iglas so that the drops could be observed forming and falling.

Use of a dyed water made it easier to see when they struck the side of

the tunnel. Naturally, if this were allowed to happen during the sampling,

ompletely erroneow results would be obtai ned. The upper portion of the

wind tunnel is a stilling chamber containing two fine mesh screens to aid

in making the flow uniform from two compressed-air inlets. The bottom

portion of the tunnel contracts to a constant area section 9-1/4 inches

long and I x 1-inch inside dimensions. Static pressure taps were installed

in each end of the tunnel so that the velocity of the air could be accurate-

ly set, A rough check on the air ipeed at the excit of the tuinel (with

microburetAe removed) showed that velocities up to 250 ft./sec could be

obtained. Accurate calibration of the wird tunnel was not necessary,

because the actual velocities of the d rops were measured with an optical

velameter.

The optical veloter (Figs. 7 and 8) makes use of three parallel

beams of light which project across the path of the drop diagonally at an

angle of about 135* to the vertical. When the drop crosses these beams

of light a smll portion at each beam Is refracted horizontally. These

reftacted ras are then picked up by a photoelectr L: tube and the result-

Ing vtate pulses fed into an oscilloscope. Tho distance between the

em-wal Untric Dri-Ftlu 9m98
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light beams is known, so the velocity of th. droplet c,.-. be oeterjrined

from the tire interval between the pulses on theo'¢cIl-;e.

Several different light sources were uved in an a -.. rept to accentuate

the Aignal produced by the refracted rays and there'by raise the ,. ignal-to-

noise ratio. These light sources were a CerQo mercury vapor lamip, a

ribbon fllament micyoscope illuminator, and a Cor,-ral Zlietric L-i mercury

vapor lamnp. The came light-tilght housing wa used for th.e firzt two

(Fg 7), w: -r-w a special hsusing i, cons.tructec for the Wii6 lamp, as

sh-won In Fi;,:. 9 and 10.

The amplitude of the signal on the oscilloscope trace was found to

vary but l•_ttle among the three different lamps. The ribbon filament

mlcrocsaope illuminator was finally adopted because of advantages in ease

of ieration and signal-to-noise ratio.

The light from the ribbon filament lamp iz focuzed on a nin hole in

a disc located in the focal plane of a collimating lens to produce a

beam of parallel light. The latter is interrupted by an cpa~.ue film which

ha- thrce parallel transparent lines. These lines are approximately

O.u.7?-anch wide and O.125-inch apart. The cpaque film was made by placing

th:.'&e parallel wires on a sheet of photographic film and exposing to

parallel light to obtain the desired density. One of these films is

shown ir Fig. 7.

The three parallel beams of light, formed by this film are then passed

through a 45ý prism and directed across the path of the drops at an angle

of 1335 to the vertical. The first (top) beam is used to start the sweep

of the oscilloscope, and the remaining two are used to determine the

velocity of the drop.

Light refracted by the passage of a drop was sensed by Dumont Type

6292 photo-multiplier tube. The output of the latter was applied to the

grid of a cathode follower whose heater current and plate voltages were

supplied by batteries to eliminate noise. The output of the cathode

follower was fed into a Dumont Type 30H oscilloscope equipped with a

Land Polaroid camera. A typical photograph is shown in Fig. 1n. An

accurate audio frequency osci.llator was used to de.ermine the sweep time
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of the oscillo,;cope which in turn leads '.o the time interv.':. between the

1Qtwo signal pulses.

The collecting cells (Fig. 12) Ore 2 x 3--inch glais dlides with

I/4-inah Plexiglas walls cemented around the edges. As recoruended by

Rupe (ref. 2)0 the bottoms of the cells were treated with GE Lri--Film

9987 to prevent the drops from flattening when they come to rest. The

cells were filled to within 1/16--inch of the top of the walls with a Dow

Corning "2CO1P fluid whose kinematic viscosity is 12500 centistokes and

whose surface tension is approximately 21.1 dynes/ca. A few test! were

aJ.so made with a 30000 centistokes fluid of the same series. In use the

collecting cell rests horizontally on a removable stand ani is located
approximately where the drops intercept the diagonal light beams.

To prevent the airstream from distorting the surface of the fluid

in the collecting cell, a shutter with an cnening slightly larger than

the a iuth of the tunnel was inserted between the tunnel and the collect-

ing cell. This shutter (Fig. 12) is a simple blade type actuated by two

so~enold3. Blotter paper was attached to the top of the shutter to pre-

vent intercepted drops frau pooling and later falling into the collect-

ing cell when the shutter is opened.

The microscope used for the examination of the sanples is a Bausch

atd Lomb Series F with a mechanical stage and a graduated eye piece

used for measuring drop diameters.

C. Procedure. The liquid reservoir is filled with water ccntain-

ing 1-1/2 per cent by weight of nigrosine dye. The microburette air is

turned an and pressure applied to the liquid reservoir with the hand

bulb so that one drop is forced out. The drop is collected with no

accelerating air (i.e., no flow in the wind tunnel) so that the size car.

be determined. This is repeated until enough drops have been measured

to show that a uniform size is being produced.

The accelerating tunnel air is then turned on slightly. Pressure is

again applied to the liquib reservoir so that droplets are forced out of

the tip at a slow rate (approximately 15 - 20 drops per minute). When
the rate is established the shutter is closed and a coilection cell filled

loI
I.

I I I I1 I I I
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w;th Dcw Con:,, u"200" fluid placed on the zarn. . c;..r ..... c.5crvles

the tip Lfrrough a hand nicro3ccpe and wnen the crop z,! .

,rjen5 th, Thjttsr. After uihe drop fal is, i.,? clozeb tZrc shutter to prcVt•t

aely more drops from falling into the -ollecting tray. The cell is t

naerd under a micr-:cone to verify the size ý;,nd to search for any S m .e.r

. - d -5..iring 4 t. break-up, This is repeated several tiaes for each

se t tIng o: tie accelerating air. If no breal.c-up is -vLdA tne veiocit~y

* of the accelerating air is increared in steps and observations made at

each setting until break-up is noted.

When the air pressure settings of the microburette and tunnel have

been established for break-up, the dyed water is removed fr m the reservoir

and replaced with clear water for the velocity determidnation. The tunnel

prejsure is then set samewhat lower than the break-up value and the drop

ziza checked by collfction to verify that tei mean size is the same as

with dyed liquid. Returning the tunnel pressure to the critical value

defining break-up. the velocity wac determined in the following way- The

trace on the oscilloscope resulting from the passage of the drop across

the three beams of light is photographed. A known frequency iL then fed

into the oscilloscepe to determine the sweep speed of the trace. Measure-

men÷ of the linear spacing of the signal pulses then leads to the time

required for a drop to pass from one beam of light to the next, The distance

* between the beams is known, so the velocity of the drop can be calculated.

This coriplete procedure is repeated for various sizes of drops. The

velocity is determined immediately after each break-up preisure setting has

been established to minimize errors due to tip corrosion and contamina-

3. p is of Data

If it is assumed that each drop size has a unique critical impact

ve.I ocity, then it should be possible t o bracket this size experimentally.

This was done in the present investigation by varying the setting of the

tunnel air pressure so as to define two values of drop impact velocity.

The lower value produced no break-up of the dropsp the upper value resulted

in all drops breaking$ and the object being to matke the difference as small
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0 40 possible. The resulting curve e -- sined for drop diamterS from 35;0

to 2270 microns is shwn in Fig. 1.3. The empirical equation obtained for

this curve is

V 3. in2980 930&d270(1)

where V, is the criLical velocity • tho drop in ft./sec. and d is the

drop diatAr in microns.

The evaporation ot the drop before it is totally immersed in the

collecting fluid is of scm cocern. A Cleck was made simply by measuring

the diameter of a drop at various times and comparing these vl ues with

those for a drop of equ4t Untl&al diameter immersed in Stoddard's Solvent.

A plot of the ratio of d, the diameter of the drop in the collecting

fluid, to 4 the diameter of the drop in Stoddard's Solvent, vs. time is

shown in Fig. 1i4 This figure indicates the trend of evaporation using
1000, 125009, a 30000 amtistokea Dew Corning "200" fluids, when the

original diameters of the drops are in the vicinity of 2000 microns.
An investigation was made to see if the collecting cel. had any

effect on the velocity of the drops. This was done by placing a slide

slightly below the position where the drops pass through the l.ight beams,

measuring the velocity of the drop, and then comparing this value with

that obtAined when the slide was ibsent. It was found that the effect was

less than exprimental errco and could therefort be neglected.

In order to determine the manner in which break-up occl.rred, high-

speed motion pictures were taken from a position looking dCvn on the

collecting cell. The camera used is a Wollensak 16 w. 7astax operated at

approximaately 3000 trams per second. Selected frimes a re shown in Fig.

16.
"An interpretation of Fig. 16, based on the movie action, shows that

inediately after iqat ligaments are extended radially from the drop

Similar to patterns observed by Tsutmui (ref. 8). A short time later

these Ugamente are covered by mare liquid from the main drop., after which

the overing 1Uq4.d roedel, waqasing the ligaments again. Still later

the lgaments Sepwat* and f rm mmall drops near the aurface of t he

e u g lIqu* ?hi at br**cWjj where Small drops surround the

II - a I I-I I I I I
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main drcr at -.,proximately the &am1e level, w x/tcd Wx.v :r* tn.': -

drops larger than about 1000 microns.

Fig. 17 showS a movie sequence side vi.l of a drop h:tr:',; .. e

collecting liquid. In this case the liga.-e:t is pro~e.te_ ;-ward a; well

as outward, and then breaks up into sec--.dary drops bef--• faILr t. The

•o~iectin; luid. This type of brcak-up re...uItS in

drops, IAk.wis*. noted only for relatively l'±rge drops. ,,h ..... c f

the' s'ice o. tLle collecting fluid caused by tne tunnel :Air.tream can

be s-e, in Fig:. 17.

3Severa! tests were made with the 30000 centistoke.t liquid to Lee if

further inc.rease in the viscosity would affect the critical velocltxes.

It was found that little or no increase in critica2 velocity resulted

i ov.. use of the more viscous collecting liquid.

vor.:oi.1n4z the results obtai.ned by 6ahay, Singh;-, ;rie and this

inrvcstigation as to the effect of the viscosity of the collecting fluid

t- the critical velocity, the curve shown in Fig. 15 results. T herc

ri ne available values for critical velocity in tne visc•-/ity rarg-e cof

- IOOCO centi ztokes; however, iL is logical to assume L-.a. Lhe c urve

.-Il 'hve a shape approximately that shown by the brcken line. The fact

'iatb the curve goes through a minimar can. 1 - justified by ccnsidering

the exotiene case of a sudden blast of air striking a water drop. The wore

reported in Section IT indicates a critical break-up velocity of about

85 ft./sec. for a 600 micron water drop.

4. Conclus.Lons

a. The critical impact velocity of a drop can be raised by

increasing the viscosity of the collectar"g li•liid. There appears, how-

ever, to be a limit to this trend, as indicated by the tests conducted

with 30000 centistokes liquid.

*The work by Sahay was undertaken at Singh's suggestion, and the two

investigations cover much the same ground. It is noted, however, that

there is a lack of consistency between them on the values of surface

tewr:ion and viscosity.
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b, For Lhe collecting liquids used in this ±nv t.,.t1on, the

results arc expressed by the equation

34i-.715 in 35, o- d 2270 ,

where V is the critical velocity in ft./s c, and d is tle drop diameter

in microns, This equation can be used to estimate value- of V forC

d<350i however, its use for d> 2270 is not warranted.

a. Evaporation of drops from the time they firzt meet tre collect-

ing surface until just submerged is negligible in the case of water drcps

captured in the Dow Corning silicone oils used in these tests.

All of the present work was carried out with waLer as the drop

liquid. It is of considerable interest to know how ;urve of V vs. dC

would change for drops of other liquids. An experimental study conducted

along the present lines could provide data on the effects of surface

tension and viscosity of .the drop liquid. Time and funds did not permit

us to include such tests. It wiill merely be noted that from analogy to

the break-up by air blasts one would expect that, for a giver. drcp size,

increasing surface tension or viscosity would raise the critical impact

velocity. Before using viscous silicone oils for sampling drops of

liquids other than water it would, of course, be necessary t o check their

miscibilities. For exafpleo, kerosene andgasolene are curpletely miscible

with all of the Dow Corning "200" Fluids; whereas water wnd methyl

alcohol are non-solvents. Other liquids (e.g., acetone, ethyl alcohol,

and sopw of the higher alcohols)are immiscible in Dow Corrang "200 Fluids

whose kinem .tic viscosities are above 50 centist-kes.

I i. AIR BLAST BREAK-UP OF DROPS - A SHOCK TUBE STUDY

1.laclgrntondStteen o Pobem

a. General. The br•ak-up of bulk liquid into sprays of individual

drops has been a subject of particular interest and investigation ever

since the advent of the internal combustion engine. During the period

from roughly 1920 to 1940# a substantial amount of research was done in

Ewqpe and the United States an the atcaization of fuel oil in Diesel

engim.. Mare recently the use of jet propulsion power units for air-

0
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*,rne• ,J:,j . ,•.es h:%; tIt!-en5siied the -cudy of thoselactors whiLh

d! kr.'t t•.on efficiency. Among these factors, fuel atomi.zation

-Lit- • importance. Tnere ares oi .ýouzse, areas of technology

t thc propulsion where knowledge of the phyVical basis of spray

..d a,ýroiol formation is important. In fact, the detailed list would be
•• ~, ... .'... but two field, may be mentioned to illustrate the point.

r.. t, .• . t,,u field of chemical engrineering, where extensive use

c': '•pr',i ,:, . ,•in cooling opcrations and in chemical reactions between

liqvid phases. A second exanmple might be the Insecticidal or

.0r,-n. -Ldai spraying operations used in agriculture.

W. Importance of Single-Drop Break-Up. In establishing the

corinection between atomization and single-drcp break-up, it is perhaps

h " •. to outline quickly the main features of the disintegration of a

Consider, foi axample, a nozzle having a straight cylindrical

orifice fed with liquid under pressure. Imagine further that .the injection

rn..,;u' can be controlled to make jet velocity an independent v~riable.

'[iz'-. i.. t:ssentially the experimental arrangement used by Haenlin (ref. 9)

H-,i results indicated four different types of jet dislntegration. 1)

brok-up into drops solely under the influence of surface terns ion,

i peak-up with the influence of air friction, 3) break-up through wave

fo-Tirrt-ion, and h4) disruption or atomization. Types 1) and 2) have been

rc'..; .d thheoretically by Rayleigh (ref. 10) and Weber (ref.ll), and

oxnerit,,'tal results on drop diameter and break-up distance have confirmed

Lheir work fairly well. Type 3) agrees only qualitatively with Weber's

th:c-ory, while that of Rayleigh does not apply. Type h) is the most

Important of all in engineering applications; yet here the "theory" con-

'1. m aost entirely of empirical uquations in which the Pariables have been

t;rouperd by d. ansional considerations.
Tn •ddition to the work referred to above, a large body of later

e. erim.ntal results has accummulated. The latter have had their origin

in varioue. tests aimed at shedding light on the basie mechanism of drop

:'.vatlor; .Ln sprays. The present consensus of cs..sn seem, to affirm

thi,.':, thro•e im~portant stages in the atcaIizatio:n ,process. a) the develop-
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0 mtcnt of small s•urface disturbances which grow in amplitude, b) the action
of air fidction and pressure on free liquid surface. cýu•±ng the formation
&e drop- *d ligaments, and c) the subsequent splittirg up of the liga-

ments ana drops themselves by the relative air flow. The•-e three stages

most likely occur, regardless of whether the liquid jet enters still

air at high spced, or whether a low-apeod jet of liid interacts with
a fast air flow. It is the last of the th- ,e stages towards which the
present 5t..dy has been directed.

c. Earlier Work on Single-Drop Break-U. It may be said, for the

sake of simplicity, that there are two pricipal situations in which

drops may break up. The first, which will be called the "steady" casev
is where a drop is exposed to a more or less gradually increasing relative
air velocity. Falling rain drops or a drop detached from an accelerating

maus of liquid exemplify this case. The second, here called the
"transient" case, exists when a drop is subjected suddenly to a change

in relative air flow. This situation prevails when a drop is supported
in a shock tube and exposed to the so-called "hot flow" region behind

the principal shock wave.

Both the steady and transient cases have been investigated recently
by mane (ref. 12), who studied drops 500 to 5000 microns in diameter.
The steady case 1e approximated by letting drops of known ;aze Aill into

theentrance tlare of a small vertical wind tunnel. By taking single flash
photoVgapns of different drops at various distances along the axis of the
tuynvel, the author was able to reconstruct the history of break-up of
a typical drop. The photographs show that the influence of the air stream

is to flatten the drop increasingly until, at a critical relative air speed,
the drop is blown out downstream, like a bag attached to a heavy rim. The
bag finally bursts, producing aany fine drops; whereas the rim breaks up still
later into moch larger drops which comprise about three-quarters of the liquid

in the or ignal drop.

Trapsient break-up, as Investigated by Lane (ref. 12), appears to take
place in a monner quite different from that for the steady case. In this
caae there was no evidence of bag formation whatev-r. In contrast,, he
drvs t-rst became shaped like a plano-convex len., with convex surface
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fa'Inc the blast. This was followrd by furthr.r deforma",: .n, -K-•h:h

liquid from the edges of the drops anoeared to he drawn r :n';trear in

a sheet and torn into ligaments which still later werr• broken into

smaller drops.

The innortant rýle played by suJrface t'nion - r4 d viznzity i the

at oyrization of liquids is well known, and a considerable arount of exneri-

r nental w-rz his been done to correlate these two physic- 1 ... r.prt ie with

the ,,:rfor-Ance of many types of spray devices. Yet, in the study of

sir.,le.-drop break-up, there appear to be substantial 7ans in our knowledge

of thhe effects of viscosity and surface tension. in his work on the steady

case, Lane (ref. 12) investigated the effect of surface tension with various

l•qu-1s covering the range 28 475 dynes/crm. Using ,ilcerol, this sa.me
author fourd that only when the viscosity was very larpe ild it have an

effect on drop break-up. His results appear to in'IAc!ite trhat even then

-'iscosity only served to delay the break-up. Merrington and .ichardson

(ref. 13) performed some experir.ents with large falling drops whose diameters

rz:.:1-ifrom 1.8 to 10 zrs. Their findings with respect to the influence of

surface tension are not in accord with those of Lane, whereas in the matter

of viscosity effects, their results were only qualitative. Hinze (,ef..l)

ha- treated the problem theoretically, with results agreeing only qualita-

tivaly with experiment.

Turning to the transient case, there appear to be no experimental

data whatever on the effect of viscosity, although Lane (ref. 12) studied

the influence of surface tension. Hinze's paper treats this case taking both

properties into account.

"The foregoing discussion has been rather general. Specific points

will be entered into more thoroughly in Section 3c, where our results are

related to the earlier work.

d. Goal of Present Investigation. The engineer ng importance of

drops as small as 1 micron is generally recognized. fet there are no

data on the break-up of single drops below 500 microns. The present

study was begun in an effort to supply experiment3i. break'-up data in the

100 1000 micron range. The effects of suri'acv: .. on and vi.c- i. y were



to be inves.iRatted as thoroughly as time and funds would allow. Only the

transient cae was to be studied, fr which purpose the shock tube appeared

to offer the easic tvinue of anproach.

2. ggw.rme-ntal &. •_od and Apparatus

a. Historical Risum6. So far as the authors are aware, the only

previous experimental work reported on the transient or blast break-up of

drops is that of Lane referred to above. His apparatus made use o a

"blast gun" to produce the transient pulse of air. Drosn of kncwn size

were released from a burette located above the open and of the tube,

and by letting the drops fall through light beams sensed by photo-cells,

it mm possible to fire the blast gun and t ake single flash photographs

properly timed to show the stages of break-up.

Lane (ref. 12) chose the burette position suc that the drop would crus3

the axis of the blast gun 5 ca. from the open end. The puncture of the dia-

phragm was timed to make the shock wave ahead of the air blast reach the drop

just as the latter crossed the axis. Blast durations are stated (ref. 12)

to have beep approximately 4 milliseconds, %ith maximum blast velocities of

about 330 ft./see. Several blast velocities were measured by starting with

smoke in the blast gun and taking high speed motion pictures of the emergent

pulse of smoky a.r. In this way a curve was obtained showing, blast -ielocity

as a function of pressure in the compression chamber of the gun.

The work described above certainly represents an able and well-conceived

attack on a difficult problem. However, ti-ere a re a few aspects of the method

which appear opep td question. These are discussed more fully tn Section 3"'

b. Description of Shock Tube. Within the last ten years the shock tube

haM becom a recogrnsed tool In z ne field of fluid mechanic s*. This develop-

& ham rmwmsariy raised our knowledge to the point where the main features

of transient, c •essible flows in one dimension are fairly well understood.

Siue the shock tube used in the present investigation is rather conventional

it was possible to find sufficient inforation on design and opera ion in the

literatwar (xefs. 25 - 19).

*In a recent discusston with Dr. O.N. Patterson, Director of the

Institute at Aerophyics of the University of Tcronto, he pointed out

that, whereas In 19V the" were on2y a feda sho4c tubes in existence,

t -arae ame abut 200 at then in Cmada and tk United States.



The shock tube is made up of sections of seamless brc's tubing

having a wall thickness of 1/h-inch and inside ddmens•nl cs 3 x " inches.

Each section is fitted with flanges at either ell, a5 .o4n in Fig. :z.
The flanges are hard-soldered to tte tmoe &ections• 4ken faced off przcii-

cular to the sides of the tube. Dowel pins prrnvidc accur-ate alimnent, while

one o-ring per joint seals against leaks in pressure or vacu-im.

The assembled tube can be seen in Fig. 19. This vifw is from the open

end of thz exDansion chRmber. Trapyezoidal platcz rai.c th-C t ub• ofl tho

supportint, rack, the latter being constructed of standard framing chaariel

and can be adjusted for levelling purposes. Not clearly visible are oblique

feor-and-aft braces which stabilize the frame against recoil when the shock

Tune is fired. A view fron -o the test section, looling towards the com-

pression chamber, is shown - g. 20, where some of the components are

The overall lpngth of the shock tubr. can be varied by adding sections.

1.- this wqf a maximum length of hO ft. can be reached. Furthermore, the assort--

mpnt of sections is such that the test section can be positioned to expose, with

n rerlap- any portion of the flow from within 1-1/2 inches of the diaphr-;igm to

the end of the expansion chamber. The total tube length shown in Fig. 19 is

29-1/2 feet.

A closer view of the test section is tat of Fig. 21. The windio-ws are

21 inches long and wide enough to expose the top and bottom inside walls of

the tube. A backing plate with clamps allows the use of an 8 x 10-inch ftim-

holder fr- for shadowgraph pictures. To the left CAf the tcst sect! or., ex-

tending through the top wall of the tube, is a pressure pickup which senses

the passage of shock waves.

Rupture of the cellophane diaphragm, separating the compression and ex-

pansion chambers is accomplished by a solenoid-opirated plunger. This device

can be seen in the "fired" positi on in Fig. 22. In use a strip of cello-

phane is held between the mating flanges which are clamped together with two

"Vise-Grip" pliers, Figure 22 (left side) also shows one of three rollers

which support the compression chamber and facilitate renewine, the diaphram.

When the plans for the a hock tube were being laid, it was considered

advisable to group the main operatimg controls and Pwuges on a single

panel. The arrangement worked out i s shown in Fi,-,, 23. The large pauge
(top, `tf•) measures pressure above atmosphurio in the compre.%sion chamber,

the ranrg being 0 - 5000 mm.Hg. The t-io rali:ei cin the r iht are ah:iolte

prrssure gauges covering the range 0 - COO n 11,. in ovw rlappinr cai'Žz.
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The latter gauges are for measuring pres3ures In the expansicn chanter

Q when it is evacuated. Six valves provide for controlled a-.:•b3ton ai

comprossed air, switching of gaugesp and bleeding. Thne Zu-:= 2. zub.

panel (center) consolidates control switches. From this posiLtion the

various accessories cal be turned on or off and the firing solcnoid can

be cocked and fired. Pilot lights are the dimming type, a useful feature

w.ien the roin must be darkened for taking pictures. The laIst unit (bottom,

center) provide-a electronic delay from 30 to 4500 micrcsecond. and can be

#et within one mV-crosecond in this range,

The war in which the shook tube, control panel, and accessories are

inte..-aonnected is shown in Pig. Vs. Since the basic timing signal

originates in the pressure pickup when thp shock wave travels over it,

the location of the pickup must not be too close to the diaphragm. The

-ndr-;.ng reason for this is the non-ideal manner in which the diaphragm

bi,".r". The result 1P. that the shock wave is originally curved and

multiple, requiring time to reach full strength and become plane.

Fcrtunately, this problen has received the attention of earlier workers,

e:,, %ur desigm was guided by their reports (ref. 15, 19).

inasmuch as rather conventional operation of the shock tube was

rtquired, no s)laborate measurements were rade on the various flow quant'-
,ies. In facto tO have done so would have nocessitated a considerably

largjr invstment in time and equipment. This work was, moreoverccnsidered

superfluous in view of existing information (refs. L5 - 19) on the

pert'USnToo of shock tubes comparable with ours in dimensions and operating

conditim,. Therefore. it was considered sufficient to check only those

quantities within the capabilities of our instrumentation and which bear

San the drop bma-k-fp study. Probably the mc t important

problem is thal of aouate tins delay to insure that the shock wave can

be located precisely with respect to the drops. Thic means not only that

the eleota-mdo delay unit mnst be stable and accurate; it also requires

acerwate measnt of tke pressure ratio across the diaphragm, since

tbi 9stemine the Ws d at the shook wave. The two requirements were

aseeed together by tking several shadawgpaph pictures of the shock

waew. balding the 4@eland diaphragm pressure ratio 41 constant.

0
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The rF3ults ar' ',hown.- Fin"ig. 252, w5~r6 th, n5-o7rs %2 , reter tc

separate firings of the tube. The three phot Crar-w-, have bcn pcz:tioned

so that tke images of the upstream enc of the test secticn window lte

along a conmon line. Comparing the porition of the shock waves3 it as

evident that location and repeatability are good. separation of

the Zy-ic.1 light and dark linps of the shodorr-raph an-t7- resuts fro.m

the shork btri n scr-what off the axis of the light source.) Tile criz.-

zrcsred saocks tollo•ianp the main shock probably arise fr=- a Imall

=a.;ma1_h at the first upstream counlinr flange, and as such are much

wea'er- thr.n the primary shock wave.

A short discussion of the calculation of shock tube parameters is

given -ii Aniendix A.

C C,•ra and Light Sources. The a-ranrgerent of camera and light

.. 7 can be seen from Fig. 26. The camera prop-r is from cur Bausch

and Lomb Ty-pe L photomicro.ranhy equipment and needed no moidification.

7t ,- eq';:pDed with a 72 mm f/L.5 Bausch and Lomb Micro Trssar lens,

Sm , rIL nan:fications of apn ox:inetely 3X to lOX. The light source

6 ,;w-n -ý a n.ification o.' the Gereral Electric unit (Type F -130 Flash-

tub,). A closer view of the light source is shown in Fig. 27. The lens

r-twen the camera and the light source is a 14 in. f/6.3 Kodak Ektar.

It was found later that this lens did not have any appreciable condensing

effect and was therefore not used with the G. E. lignt.

The caffera and light source are mounted on a carriage which permits

motion alonmg the full length of the test section window. A valuable

feature of the Bausch and Lomb camera is the reflex viewer which consists

of a tilting mirror and ground glass screen. Figure 20 shows the relation-

ship between the camera-light assembly and the test section. The G. E.

light proved unsuitable for shadowgraphs where the requirerw.nt for good

definition is either parallel li,-ht or light from a source of small

dimensions. Consequently, the spark source shown ir Fig. 28 was used

for shadc'wgraph pictures. This is one of several available in the

laboratoryI and has a flash time of about 1.5 microseconds.
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do Acouxticsl DropHolder. Althouph Lane did not state the reasons
why he did not study the break-up of drops smaller than 590 ricrons, it

Is reaseaable to believe that he stopped where he did because of instru-
mintal difficulties. It is not likely that the production of smaller drops
wa-z the limitation# since the burette used was probably the same as that

devised by Lne much earlier (ref. 7) and capable of producing uniform

d-ops as seall as 75 microns (ref. 6). The work describec in Part I of
•,.3 report deamstrated that as the drop diameter is decreased blow

roughly 500 microns it is difficult to ccntrol their trajectories of

fall. The region through which the drops must fall is, in the blast-gun

arrangement of Iane, rather narrowly limited by the depth of field of the

lenses as well as the widths of the light beams through which the drops had

to fall.

Since the difficulties just mentioned stem mainly from the falling

motion of the drope, it is natural to look for some way to hold them at

rest*. The use of acoustic radiation pressure to support drops was brought
to our attention by Dolt and Mirsky (ref. 20). For their work, the study
of evaporation rates of volatile drops, they were able to use the sound
field inside a eomercially available unit, namely, a barium titanate

pLexoelectric cylirnba'. The effects of radiation pressure in acoustics
zr:, noL new, and the literature on the subject is rather extensive. In

fact, the very replication of supporting alcohol drops was demonstrated
by Bicko and Miller (refs. 21, 22) in 1933, although the distances over which
this acUon was effective appear to have been limited to 1 or 2 cm. The
fi rat systematic treatmert of the theory relevant to this case seems to

be that Of King (refs. 2)) A recent paper by Rudnick (ref. 24) reports

t2Tre. support .)f charged drape in an electric field, similar to the

Millikan o-"- experimenp was considered. Calculations showed
that peohbitively high voltages would be required for drops of the

sises at Interest. In addlton no practicable way could be seen to

p-oduce charged drope at a given s4me and introduce thei into the

shook tabe In a oentroa1sd ..oer
"I*andfact~odtmr S nob 9ZO~tranios- Oo~ua7, -levelwAtd (ado.
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measurements of the force exerted on spherepz by sonic radrlntr-n Pr,3 oeC.
Barium titanate is a ceramic material wich c;an be fsr::.cd into

plates, cylinderr, discs, and other shaDes, and than made ynercstrac

by polarization in an electric field. ,,ear~ j all t, the cwu,•r-,c:,:..

element:, have several modes of vibratir n whrxý.-r rr.sonr-•.-! f-•fftjft.tf.j0. j

in the ultrasonic re ion. After experJlrrntatton wi•t. ,ACit25 :•hr•rr- LhC,

vxbrat.o.c -Lr n in Fr$, 29 was develne-dJ. Th; Fri-A•r. clrnrrnt Ia ta-a

tatanate cyl~ndei , 2.00 inches long, 2.00 inches O.D., and of O.Il8 inch

wall t•icgrness. Outer and inner surfaces have plated silvrwr electrodes.

To one end of this cylinder a flat duraluminum diaphragn has been rigidly

cemented. The particular mode of vibration used is a lengthwise exten-

sion and contraction z.xcited at a nominal freqT.ency of 50 Fc. Power is fed

through leads which attach to corrugated phosphor-bronze strips, the outer

One of whien is visible in the photograph. The leads of an iron-constar.tan

thermocouple can be seen enterinp the open bottom of the barium titanate

cyilnder, the Junction of the two wires being taped to the inner electrode

surface. An occasional check on the temperature is necessar-y since hoatzng

occurs during operation and surface temperatures in excess of about 170 0 F

v&.11 cause depolariz4tion of the ceramic.

in normal use the cylinder is held inside the knurled brass base

which is proviP td with a macbined phenolic plug for electrical insula-

tion. The purpose of the internal threads cut in this base may be seen in

Fig. 30. The flanged part at the right bolts to the bottom of the

shock tube test-section, arn the mating threads allow the vibrator dia-

phragm to be brought flush w4th the inside lower wall of the test section.

Actually the diaphragm surface is only approximately flush because some
- adjnstment is required to establish maximum amplitude of the stationaryIsound field.

During the bench testing of the vibrator it was found that the

stability b. .h which drops were hold was much enhanced by a small con-

cavity in the reflector. This feature was accordingly included in the

design of the reflector plugs shown in Fig. 31. The short plug mounts

flush with the top inside wall of the test section, ihile the longer

plug .Aenda about I inch below the wall. Some of ;the tests with water



dropz required the stronger sound field exibnag in the smaller space

b-;t%,.Ln the -,.razor and the anpe- pl"l.

Acit.icr•,. discussion of trhe rchar•im of support .:,` ,r,,,p3 by
;-"dA t on prussure is given In Anpendix BH where there nre -5o f£urher

rc'markn on vibrator design. I. will suffice here to illustr:ite the

ca--b~lltie-• of the acoustical drop holder in :ts nrezcnt, ffrn 1 ;r, r.e

32 Shows four pict-res taken with the vib'ator set up on 1 - ÷n:• The

reflector is a concave lens cemented to a steel disc. the latter being

attacO;.. to a micrometer head for accurate adjurtwent of th. :pacing

between vibrator and reflector. In operation, a drop of liquid is

placed on the vibrator diaphragm and the exciting fýrequency tuned to

resonance, whereupon the liquid is thrown upwards in a spray of fine drops&.

The coagulating action (refs. 25- 2A) of the sound field an the drops

caujeo. then To unite into single drops spaced one-half wavelnsgth

apart. The pictures of Fig. 32 show some of the stages in this asticn..

High speed movies were also taken in an effort to see the details of this

coagulating process. Frame speeds up to 7q0 per second were obtained with

a Fastax 16 umm. camera using an extended lens barrel to r-ve 3X magný.fAca-

tion. The resulting movies showed that the first effect c' Lhe sound iS

to stratify the fine drops into layers separated by a hai. wavelength.

w th:in ý:ch layer the individuml drops revolve rapidly az-Und a arr~e.

central drop, the latter being formed early in the stratil catan phsse.

The final stages of the coagulation process occur when an eni ire layer of

tiny drops has been combined into one central drop with several satellite

drops rotating around it. The satellites are then observed to collide

and unite Wr.th the central drop until a single drop hangs alone in the

scnd field.

Operation of the acoustical drop holder in the test secticn of the

chock tube is shown in Figs. 33 and 34. Nine drops of methyl alcohol can

be seen in Fig. 33. Extending through a small central hole in the

reflector plugs (top wall of the test section) is the needle of a hypo-

dermic syringe (cf. Fig. 20) used to release larMer drops 2 or 3 vm. in

diameter which land on the diaphragm, Fig. 34 illu:'rates the use of

*B slide samwlinJ and microscope examination th• drops were found to

O have diameters lying roughly in the 5 - 25 micron range.
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the lons' r-e-flr- t.r plug to prodncc the stronter s.ound ii- rejuired t2c

hold relatively larger water drops.

J. Aalysio oof Exnwrimental Data

a. Teot Procedure, The existence of a :ritical value for the

i-pliLude of R step-wioe air blazt to hit and just break , rIroD is

intuitiveiy loiical. It implies that the pre~ert orbler. 1C:O-neZ -o2vd

-!-'r. th, curve of u vs. d has been found, 'hre u Is t t'i crIt cal
C c c

vP!ocity fo- a 'iror whose d'iareter Is d 1 ...... .e are two

w'ayn whi-,h s ug -t t-erzelves more or less innr.diately Of carrrying out

-he c x. -im~e-t_ Tb-ese are dis-cussed in t-± followin" tw-o paraegraphs.

Ft: .t, if drop.s of arn Diven size could be introduced into the

3Jone- f h.-la and held stably, the value of u C eould be found by a seriezC

of f Li'ius of the shock tube in which the diaphrapm pre:st,,e ratio P

w" v.•j.ed over a small range. This small range of P would produce

• ,onor< one in u 2 , the 6 r velocity between the shock wave and the

I.'it't a" urfce. In this way a pair ofc ccze v.-.]ues of (and cf u2-,

... be fnund such that the smaller value w ould deform r. iý not break
. while the larger value w ould rupture the drco ir,io two or more

f .j, ents. Thus the intcrpolated value of u2 could bm taken ax the

4tppropriat'! value of U for that particular diameter d,-. The foregoing

,3prcazh was actually considered, and several methods of producing drops

.f un'.form size were tried. It would serve no purpose here to report
ti'esý trials in detail. Suffice it to say that they we:re found to be

inadequate on two counts: the drops were either not ,týfficiently unif,'•:r

in size or, what is more serious, they could not be produced with low enough

velocities tobe captured by the sound field.

The second anproach would maintain P (and u constant and vary
41 2

the drop diamcter between successive firings of the shock tube. Thus, the

two close values of d could be found, the larger value for the drop that

just breaks and the smaller value for the drop that deforms yet survives.

This method would seem beset by the same difficulty as the first, namely1

that of producing drops of a given size. Actually such an objection is
va•ld against the method as described. However, a hapny circumstance is

the manner in which the acoustical drop holder perf,:ims. As mentioned

earlier, a s• ss iS evident in FIrs. 32, 33, and 3L , the coapulation of



fine drcps in the iounl field produces .q sr;..t of a I

the diameters decrease with increasing distan.e frorm the ..

although t.hi, is not always the cAse. by prom'r cnntrol f'ý tnf. -,wer and

rrequency of the drivinp' sirp.al fed to the vibrator it 1L pnocith6 to

vary the amount of laquid sprayed up, which in turn chanr-!. the size

range of the suspenied drops. Further, since the fic1i :f th. casr.era

'rjd ligrht was sufficient to incluae as many as eipht drop- :n *i a i...l

photograph, the break-up of drops covering a consideraLble size rarie can

be detiorwdned from one firing of the shock tube.

The second method just described wns ffnmnd to he pract:,able. In

som casen it was necessary t--3 take many pictures at a given value of

P in order to find the two close values of d which wojld define the

polat UC on the break-up curve. Nevertheless, the total nr.mher of

pLJ-. .: required was not prohibitive, as later discussion of the data

will show, In fact, sme points on the curve were found with as few as

8 s. ts or 16 pictures.

Additional control over drop size can be achieved by letting

evapcration proceed until the desired range of sizes 1r reached. This

w.as actually doae in the case of water drops where the lorg refiect•cr

pluR produced a stronper sound field capable of holding an assortment

of drops for l1 or 20 minutes, during which time sane would evaporate

completely. Where the short plug reflector was used - and this was the

case for most of the work - the sound field, for reaoars not fully

understood, usually lacked the power to hold drops stably for more than

a minute or two, However, even this short time was sufficient to take

the required pictures.

Although it is possible to determine the size of the drops by

measuring the diameters of their images cm the ground glass screen of

the camerag this procedure is not conducive to speed I- accuracy. In-

steadj, a separate photograph was taken of the drops in the soQnd field

before firing the shoic tube. This first photogravh could be taken

quickly by the simple expedient of placing the fiL- against the inside

surface of the ground glass screen. The metal clip, .%olding the ground

glas also accommodated the x 7-inch cut film, t.h., only trick being

0



to fasten a nlece of db,- " d ý •c. t._,. . ,

to pre;,.-r 'n... . ir from La,-j•i, r u. -,,,uw . r, .
tho -f-e mirror upward7 afteýr t:.r, •.: -. ... ..

Calr,-ra lf',r the time.-del.a.V p o o?;D ltc(T [Ca tr <.::•a =,

of the baock wavt. lPu•re 35* ir.oww a typical p.r o/ .- :-osr.: fr

W,•Leh or l. siz': ard .-U c'.•~t-sr brh•,ax-,' c-n 7n 4-.t 5:

to ,.,. ad,-,us trme.nt of t)-e ac _-ist Alcal dron an • - .. l •to adusn~rt f heacsca. ro .o•,er, an o.t. .... r-. :• .q

was h1,r'ny desirable.

I.L.; clear that the viscosity of a drop w:.i reis; bistor:tcrn

fzom ...i haracal shape. The re~u.t of th.s is n photo÷raors of the

0i. n-.:!, ' 'ips must be dalay-ed si.ff.ciertiy .. try can re seen

eit}tur to break or merely to oscillate. Verif.' cation o!" tne rupture

or -,ý.-rvai of a given size on- drop was done bY a series o: Dc aýres

an- wit-. delays from 500 to 1-200 crosecordo.

.'wo 1-iilds were used, wrjO,,- and methyl alcohol. Their zurf&e

t..naions, v-scosities, and densitirs at 20 0C (680F) are a-, follcw. (re--"

29)

Surface Tonz:i on 1 f!•e-t 1 ' ;

dater. 72.7$ "OC,5 .50

Methyl Alcohol 22.6 O. 5 s 0

tehy, I `.,..)>hol was invrsti,7ated first since it had bi'en foun:,j to r,.:;pczA
more readily than water to ýhe sDrnvinr, an' coairrltin,7 action of "ihe

sound field. All of the alcohol tests were made using the srort reflector

plug. Working next with w~ter, aided by te exp'ricrnce •'onei in the
alcohol tests, it was found that drops roughly 200 - -00 rtnron in

.Unless stated otherwise, +time delays noted on the break-up picturez are

fiSgured f1.om the time the shock wave reaches the vcrtie- cernterline of

the drops. The strenks on the reflex picture (a) a,-.. cus.d by some

scratches en the tilting mirror.



diameter coul be held n r uound fi.',d fairly well usinp =.neP &hort

reflector plug. Qn the other hand, drops outside tmi:r rnnp,.a coula be
held satisfactorily only when the larsrr 3'eflector pliu:•, W:.c Uzed.

hW Dr9p Break-up E-multj. Se±,eral hundJred photo•nr.rhs, 5h(.4in,

the break-up of over a -.ousand ind..viddual drops, were taiken during h.

investagation. These photographs reveal many interrstAnp dct;.ii•s of the

oreak-up process. Yr-t in spite of difference- in detail there are ba,3ic

j mjii~rititv in the break-up oa all the drops studied. T hese coza.on

featureo are.0town in Fig. 36. When the air velocity u2 is considerably

aborn the critical- value u , bri.ak-up is as shown in (a). It is uorth

nnting that the work of Lmne led him to conclude that this i• only way

break.-un occurs in the transient or blast case. On the other hand, a 11

of : rep.ults indicate that at values of u 2 slightly exeedinR u break-

. / •c4' in the stages shown in (b). Thi3 is ,. .-!' mrde of rA--

up fourý, by Lane but specifically stated by him to occur only in stoady

G1;au3. The sequence of events shown in Fig. 36 is made up of single photc-

g,- ;ohs cf different drops whose initial diameters, how;ever, were nearly

S~~th za.e

Although the manner of cdrop break-up was observed to be basical ly

onn ef bag formation, there are one or two additional features which are

rat:e i"nteresting. Figure 37, for example, reveals that with some drops

the bap develops a reentrant portion near Its riddle, somewhat sugiestive

of the stamen of a flower. This "stamen" increases in length with time,

and as can be seen in Figs. 38, 39, and 40, stands more or less alone as

the riy* and remaining portion of the bag are carried downstreart. Incid-

entially, the upper two drops in Fig. 38 and the uppermost drop in Fig.

39 are noticeably deformed but not broken or" "bagged". Fig. 43 is an en-

largement of a portion of Fig. 37(b).

A second feature of interest is shown in Figs. 41 and 42. Here may

be seen new details in the structure of the bags, especially the unbroken

ones. Small dark spots surrounded by ccxientric rings are noteworthy;
but whether they awe the beginnings of points of rupture of the bag is

still a matter of conjecture. A somewhat saiillr _½ect has been noticed

by fwrk (ref, .0) in the case of conical spray fi> ', where small heavy-

0
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rimmed holes a,'e obsf-rved and believwd t., initiate bre;•k up of tr.e

Figure U shown in greater enlargement so.e of the detail cf !"'xg. 4L[tn

and 42(r).

The determinati on of t~hphreak-up curve of uc d for watcr

methyl alcohol was carried out by taking several hundred pairs of phctc-

r'•pl of t ,.,- rv,,- i~c':d, brop dli•t.ra fell in Lhe range ol

1.00 -- 100 pucrcr.ý, for which the critical :-,i. volocltws uC were between

6U iijd 2,40 1o/- ri. Te results are shown on the ;-raph of Fig. 41, w.ere

-also th,- r-oints ): Lane (ref. 12) have been plotted. Curve A has been

drawn to fit our experimental points as well as those of Reference 13.

Curve B goes through our values for methyl alcohol, while Curve D has

been drawn through the values of Reference 12 for the saz.e liquid. A

-( ~ibie divergence of B and D is evident. Curve C i- the one resc.-.m-

er I" " Li, -ref. 12) to fit his water pontU. It is based on a t'ecer-Q_

cal relationship between the transient and steady cases. More will he Said

of ,.ese curves in the discussion of results in the next section.

In crd-r to illastrate the way in which the photographs were ev-luated,

tt.c -ba: thar .,s of ,iz. 46 ani 47 have been prepared. It can be seen Jrcrm

V- _i,. Y,,ar, the pap between the smallest crop broken arnd th*e largest d.i.

not broken is quite small. The "duubtful" bars embrace those drops where

the y_:Ality of thhepotographs did not permit a decision as to break--up.

The uncertainty which these doubtful cases introduce into the valucs of

d C s generally not more than a few per cent. The values plotted in Fig.

45 are those given at the bottom of Figs. 46 and 47.
c. Discussion. In analyzing his results, Lane (ref. 12) started

with the empirical equation found for the "steady" case,

(U - V)2 de M 612,

where v is the velocity of the deformed drop just prior to break-up.

The quantities u and d are as defined earlier, but the units are now

meters/sec. for the velocities and mms. for d . When ft./sec. and microns

are used, as in this report, the equation becomes

2; d -6.59 x106  (2)
(u-v) =.5x0

I A
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) s3qna (2), boino for break-up by steady airstreams, is not arplicable

to the transient case. In order to apply Eq. (2) to the transient case,

Laow makes use ot a thearetical result rf Taylor (ref. 3 )* which states

that# for a given drop diamter and liquid, the break-up velocities for

the wo cam am connected by the relation,

(u " )tranmint 1 -0.71 (3)

Liane suggests that Eqp. (2) and (3) combine to givej,

(U - v) 2d - (0.71) (6.59.x 106) - 4.68 x iC , (4)

am the relation covring the transient case. Equation (4) has been plotted

as Curve C of Fig. 45.

'The foar at the preceding equations appears first to have been given

by T.-,obangg (ref. V2). oreak-up was assumed by Triebnigg to occur when

the surface tension pressure was equalled or exceeded by an average air

prehsure corresponding to the total drag of a spherical drop. That is,
A Total Dra_ am Surface Tension Pressure,

Average Precsure - FrontaArea*-*

wlbeih leads to

P. (u _v) 2 C 5
d

where Pa I the air density, v the velocity of the drop just before

break-up, and a the surface tension of the drop. For water and air under

staMdrd conditions, and using the value CD O-. (ref. 33) Eq. (5) becomes

U( - V) 2 d 12.9 x 106 , (6)

which Is to be copared with Zq. (2). Photographs show that a drcp

becomes greatly distorted during the short period preceding actual

rdptuwej so a sybmre drag coefficient is probably too low. For coMparison,

the drg ooefiient of a diac normal to the now in the proper Reynolds

a~s rev" is roagay %D a 1.2 (roft. 33) leading tot the equation,
2 6 (6)

IIIdo a .3 z 10 (

aiý* W Imw a vw& to obtain a aoqpy of ~hareport.



The frontal area used in Eq. (7) is that oc" a disc whrte di-T.r •.p

twice that of the original drop. This estimate is supported by mna:ure-

ments of the diameter of flattened droPs reported by Line (ref. 12).

In the equations above. tho velwcity v of the drop haz beon ret.ained.

This is practicable and perhaps necessary in the steady case. iowevw-r, the

moazurowmnt of v in the transient case is difficult, becru:ie it involvrcs

;M4ll displacemnnts and short ti•ne w-ich are not ea-y to obtain. 'ihi•

fact stands out when it is realized that the entire break-up proces, takes

roughly a. millisecond or less, during which time the drop is radically

altered in shape and finally broken. Moreover, there does not appear to

bo any basic physical reason why correlations of break-up with ue itself

should not be valid. The fact that the experimental results confirm the

exis÷,,.e of a unique pair of values Uc, d lends plausibility to this
C

v:-.- .c-refore in what follows it will be aZsuwned that, for given

liquid properties, the velocity behind the shock determines break-up.

!!-fý report by Lane (ref. 12) makes no mention of measuring v in the trans-

ieit case, and his curves of drop diameter vs. critical velocity show that

v is neglected. Consequently we have dane the sare in pletting u vs. d .c c

At first sight it might appear that to neglect v is to oversimplify

the problem. This may, in fact, be true with drops of great viscosity

wher.ý the resistance to deformation may delay the break-up process to

the point where v becomes-nearly equal to u. Nevertheless the exact role

of viscosity .-emaina obscure, and it does not appear possible to decide

the point at this time. On the other hand, results with liquids of

relatively low viscosity (e.fg., water or methyl alcohol) suggest that the

conditions for break-up are determined by drop diameter, surface tension,

and initial velocity of the air blast.

This latter point of view has been adopted by Hinze (refs. l14, 3h)
whose theory assumes that drop break-up takes place when the dynamic

pressure of the air at the stagnation point of the drop exceeds the surface

tension pressure by a certain factor. It is knoTn (refs 35) that when a

liquid surface is curved the pressure is greater on the concave side than

an the convex sides The pressure difference depend- on the surface tension

and the curvature, and is given by the relation
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+ (8)

0 2
where and are the radii of curvature of the surface in two orthc-

gonal planes, the so-called principal planes. &P is sually spcken of

as the "surfaoe tension pressure", in the case of a sphere of radius R,

A? 2a (9)

R

When .drop is first touc1hd by the flow behind the shock, the over-

prssure at the stagnation point is 1/2 p 2u2 2 . The ratio of the two

pressures is
2

Dynamic Pressure of Air p2 u2 R (.0)
Surface Tension Pressure 4

hi.nmu makes use of the Weber number We defined as just four times the

ratio of Eq. (10), or
w P2u2

We - -------- (ii)
a

The theory of Hinse allws EmaIl deviations from spheric&l shape, and

relies on an experimentally determined value ef the critical Weber number

to define the condition leading to break-up. Limiting cases of low and

high viscosity are considered in the folliring way:

Exza= es:
Lw Viscosity High Viscosit_

Water, r- 7.0 x io" Glycerol, P- 570

Methyl Alcoholpr- 3.9 x 10"- Heavy Oils, rl• 9000

The viscosity parameter has the definition,

. L

whbre isL i the viscosity of the drop and pL is-its density. According

to isee, then the bwrak-vp relation follve. frcm Sq. (11) when

A*%



P 2 u 2 2

Afrom which
S2 2c (We)

u - crit. , (.3)
P2

using the ear ler notation,

Hinze's treatment does not give (We)crit , which must come frca

experiment. Values of uc, d from the present experiments are tabulatea
c

below, together with the computed values of (We)rit

Table 2

uc dc P2
iquid (FISec.) (Microns) (Dynes/cm.) (Slug/cu.?t.) 1 (We)

stilled Water 84.3 600 72.75 25.59 ) 3.60

109.5 410 72.75 26.13 -

"1 " 157.3 270 72.75 27.24 .

"238.5 120 72.75 29.18 6.5

ethyl. Alcohol 60.0 625 22.6 25.11 5.98

"""84.3 330 22.6 25.59 6-34

"" 109.5 230 22.6 26.13 7.62

"1"7.3 118 22.6 27.24& 8.41

Arithmetic averages of the above values of (We)crit" give

(we) 0 5.1 (for distilled water)
crit.

(We) ,, 7.09 (for methyl alcohol).

I II II
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where the value for distilled water does not agree very weI_ wi.h Cm e. r.

1 23.1 reported by tmie (ref. l14). A least-aquares determinatico c the

best fit ot the data points leads to these equations of break-up:

u 2d - 6.21 x 106 (for distilled water) (1i)

uc 2 dc " 2.71 x 106 (for methyl alcohcl) (15)

Equations (44) and (is) have been plotted in the graphs of Figs. 48 and

49 and are .rtrapolated below 100 microns to indicate trends down to

10 micron diameters.

Considering the role of surface tension and density, Eq. (13) pre-

di,.A that, for the sam size of drop, the values of uc for water and

:.-tiry1 alcohol should be In the ratios

(u ; distilled -a distilled 1 1/2
water water -1.79, (16)

(UC- ,MF - " a methy
alcohol L alcohol

where the values of surface tension are 72.75 dynes/ex. for water and 22.6

dynes/ca for net)l e1alcohol. That the 2/-power variation with surface

t4nsiol is not borne aut by the present results is evident from Table 3

belor*. No explanation is offered for this divergence, although it is

believed to be real and not merely experimental error. If the expcnent

is 2/3 instead of 1/2 the agreement is better, since (72.75/22.6)1/3. 1.1.6.

Table 3

d (u0 t) (Uc)Dist. Water

Distill Heme) (u, )NetI7~_1AIcho1

600 - t,0 60.8 1.365

11W5

0Averages11549
*UNI- "ad fr.m C "mqe A and t .
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div *Žc:tC-( h --±a low nO con'clusionfl'-n inAŽz:fc

W Ci ?l'_f . ,'pon brf7ak-4,7. acne tCstZ reported by LfltY; ref. 12)

suggest tnst visc3ity, exc.p•t P vrry large as in tu,: cr.ze of gi'yero.,

meey att ay oreak-to It sc-ems clear that a ',anntitativ.2 zr.vzt:_-.-
ga~ion of* the ef feet of viscos:ty is r.reded. The values tahulatet zn -anA

bocks z•h•m thr.- :t. is possible to select liquids which hare nearly ;c.

r-are su:.t. t.-u.lon bhr greatly dzfferert r.s.ccsitics. By chocsing .uch

"liquid, the ,.,uparate effects of the two parameters may be investigated.

it remains to consider the erro-s in thrse experimlnts. lirsz,

* there is the error in u * This is directly related to the errors in theC
diaphragm pressure ration Pa in the shock tube and the temperaturez of

the air in the two chambers. The accuracy with which the pressure p4

and p1 were determined such that the ratio, P-I 0 P1/Pi' was known to

wad,•in about 2 per cent, which prcduces a theoretical error in u 2 C!:

slightly less than I per cent. The basic work of verifying the -hock tube

equations has already been done (refs. 15 - 19). It appears that the

rost accurate determinations of u 2 have been made indirectly by neasurang

the shock speed wI. The resulta agree well with theory, particularly tor

the low pressure ratios used in this investigation. A maxinum error of

. per cent in u 2 seems reasonable.

T[he seccnd important error is that aszsociatcr wa L.. d- n ,-ti,, h"L

a-i;a-dy been made. in connection with the .Ar grraph:; ol Pr. 46 ;An,,1 47

of the error in determinlnp dc fr-n the brcak-up pnctcrrarnnr. The inrA,.al
c

size of a drop, as measured on the first photograDh of each pair, can he
+

determined w:t.'14 error of no more than - 3 per cent, and generally the

error wili be considerably smaller. The precision of determining d is
C

believed to be approximavely 5 per cent of the mean value.

The above discussion of errors has not touched the question of how

the sound field which supports the drops may influence the results. An

accurate analysis has not been possible because neither time nor equip-

meant have permitted measurements of the sound field. Nevertheless, some
rouj4 estimates have been made which are believed to indicate the correct

order of magnitude of the effects. Some of thc: T,hotographs (e.g., Fig.

38) show that the drops can be flattened by thc sounca field. That such
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flattening ca b-- made very small by proper adju3tment of the sound genera-

ti•W is attested by the photograchs of Fi p. 38. Devilations from spherica.

shap become smaller with decreasing drop diameter and, in fact, most

ptotv shom less than 3 per cent difference bptween tne raximtum and

minimum dimensions of defnrmed drops. The detailrd structure of the

sould field is not known and its determination by theory or experiment

would be a problem mwre prcperLy handled by speciallats. ODr exp-rlmrnt:-.

have showi,1 however, that the dropt can be ratho-r easiiy blown out of

the aouni field by swall drafts. This aimplc observntion shrm th-at Tie

drag frwee an the drop in the direction of u2 Is much greater than the

harliontAl component of the radiation pressure force.

Since the ultrasonic vibrations of the air particles are .nproxi-

matelý- at right angles to u., there is a question whether the maximum

vibritk-onal .:elocities can, through vector addition with u•, signLfic-

&otl- rh.a.p Lne effect of air pressure on the drop. A rough calcula-

tiono which is believed to give a generous value for t he vibrational

vsl-cityp is carried out in Appendix B. The maximum effect is to

tccreaae tho root mean square value of u by about 3 ft./sec. This varia-

tion is belleved negligible compared with u2 . 60 ft./sec.

Possible interaction between the shock wave and the sound field
was anticipated as a second ,rder effect. One way in wh'ch such inter-

ecti%:a might manifest itself would be to cause a warping of the shock

front. This is an effect which one might expect to be mnre prominent the

Waker the shock wave, and should be detectable by a schlieren system.

21ae and equipwnt did not permit us to pursue this phase.

The use of the long reflector plug (see Fig. 3•) was a necessity to

increase the strength of the sound field so as to hold the smallest and
"e"pt, water drop. stabl1y. Water drops in the 200 - 400 micron range

wsre held satisfactorily with t he short reflector plug, as were methyl

&abal drops of all slims investigated. The extension of the long plug

late the test section will cause sme disturbance tothe shock wave and

t.o flow behind it. Tim dtd not al•ar the 1aking of ahadougraph pictures

- thIs effect. onerallys, however, the drops nearest d in sise were

• TI! • d Uo be 4 to Uw miIdle of tft space bet---,en vibrator and plug,

whaall flow bobs"~ the shock sb=Ui be least ci.tu irbede Certainlys, in&

V0•



future wark, .•can~s should be founa to strengthen tr- s-und fi'.d - ::..o1

• ueinp the lonp plug.

S:,-.]]l, there is the irfiuencc of drop defor-atlcn by t 5e :c'A

;,r. break-up. Consider : I Identical drops and suppose That one

'(e.g, .flattened into spheroidal! sr,._oe, while "the ot',r :•.. r"c3i."

- 'h~ ~i~r~~ this- -'I'll t'he drons have, an~precoiab~y dlfle--snt

,z'Auep ol crlt'_ ,al v:-ioctty u ? An attemp.t IS 'z.ade in 4opendIx C to
• - e~t~zac th, ectL o; drop dleformation on break-up by evaluatinr tre

rignL,-.a•rd s-1'i rAf Hq. -P) for a deformed dro=. The drop -s aL-_r-z d be

ai) ellipsovi of revolution about the minor axis. It is sn:own that for

S'aven values of P 2 iund u2 the stagnation-point Weber nurber is smaller

th.%i in the case of a spherical drop of the same volune. Although some

c.•. 2 photolganhs (e.g,., Fig. 37) indicate considerable flattenini the

.v=. orA.' : r,,Y a ratio of ma.xim.= to mianiurn drop diaiieter XI less t..an

!i.C. Under the assumption that the critical .Jeber nrbers are identical

?or the deformed ani spherical drops, the critical velocities obey the
2'Latl~cn9

(uc~d~r 1/2 (u0)
(U C)def. I u sh

a o; a first approximation using p 2 - constant and where G is a function

o; the Curvature at the stagnation point. For a diameter ratio of 0.866,
3l" O - 0.948, and

( Uc def. 0 . 948 (U csph.

4. Conclusion3

The following conclusions have been reached:!i
a. The critical or break-up curves for water and nrethyl alcohol,

over the 100 - 700 micron rangre of drop diametersp are defined by the

"following empirical equations:

u 2dc - 6.21 x 106 (distilled water) (1L)

u d 2.71 x 106 (methyl alcohol) (15)

! Plotting the experimental points on log-log paper resulted in a straight

( "4

(



line for both the water data and methyl alcohol data. The resulting

equatIons are

U l*05d L -. 61 x I0 (distilled water) (if;)

and
1.7065u d 6.65 x 10 (methyl alcohol) (!k)

b. Broak-up of a drop by the formation of a bag occurs in the tra~n_

lent flow behind the shock wave. This conclusion is at variance with that

of Lane who states that b-4g formation does not take _laO in traniient air

flows. It is shown that the mode of break-up limited by Lane to the traz-

ient case actually takes place when the blast velocity exceeds the critical

value by an anpreciable amount.

c. The mere passage of a drop through a nor.mal 3hock wave, cr a

normal shock r•uming over a drop, will not of itself cause break~.up. It

Is the relative velocity between drop and air on the high-.density side

of the shock wave which, if sustained long enough, will shatter drops

above critical size.

d. Scae of the pre-ent photographs show cons-derable surface dktil

In the structure of the bag. A pattern of concentric rings surrcuinnt,"± i

c.ntr4 point suggests that initial rupture of the bag may occur at -such

"reglos. Moreover, a bag can rupture under the effect of several such

openings developing simultaneowly.

e. Based on work with water and methyl alcohol, tre dependence of

u. (assuming constant drop diameter) an surface terxion is approxim-i.tely

SCC 0113. This is to be contrasted with the 1/2-power variation found

_. 1ame. The ;wesent Investigation is not c wplete enough to refute h±L

results. Further study of the effect of surface tension for drops below

5O0 microns should be carried out.

f. Xo conclusions regarding the effect of drop viscosity are

p.asbleb from these results. There remains a coplete lack of quantita.-

tive .iperimntal data an this impurtat point. Further work should te

&ttexqtod to tIU thAA gap In our knowledge.
g. The qipJlatian of ultrasonic radiaticn pressure to holding

0



rcefl itirit;podln.duos pt to~ zsirit +ý. ofiw rL rLC(, J7C5 Z

cry calc,,;aL Iins seer. 9ften in tr!io iilt~rat ir-e rac z .vic :~

based on wind tunnel tests of solid spheres or discs. it :is pcziz;Ilet.t

better valurs could come from -stock tes&ts;, &-.thouglh, little h-az bc,;:.

done here to establish the acc,:racy of the method.
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APPENDIX A

Tri deavelopment of tie shrck tubt flcw equat+ons has be.n coverea

jinite cry.p.ltely Ln Refe-r-rc.e 17 and will nct be repeated here. It was

.Znnd, ncwever, that the available curves could not be read accurately

for the low pressure ratios used in this work. Acccrdingly new curves

wer ca_.cu].te(-. xd plotted to cover the appropriate rang&. The quantities

of interest are th, foliowing. shock wave speed Wl, air ve]oci'ty u 2 behind

t.e shock wa;e pre-ssure ratio across the shock wave P2!s pressure ratio

across the diaphragm P4,0 and air density P2 behind the shock oave. (See

shock tuba states in Fig. 24.)

The equations for relating the initial pressure ratio P acrosr the

diaphragm to the other quantities mentioned are the following:

1P 1 F
1P F7 P 1*- I i(P 2 1 -1) i/3

JA i~ 21 LV-+
-u 2  ~2 -1, 2 P_21 1 (20)

wl /
1, [l(cP2l. + 1 /2,...

1 P2 i 21 (22)
1"21 PP21

Where

2lP~

- I

-

B in 4  a ,

)
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"a.. x ity of 5oiind in tiegion I

CP - Specific heaL at constant pressure

-' •T ific heat at constant volume

Cn : ide-, i.g air on both side's of the diaphragm, the .fdlowin,

Valuen atyuily

-5.95 I - 2.377 y S"ugs/Cu.Ft.

4i - -. 144 E1 -1

L 4 1

To find i dimensional quantities, P. , [ 2 1 , WI, and U21 a- functicn5

of P210 the .. ter was varied in increments of 0.1. The results have been

plotted in Figures 50 and 51. These curves were used to determdne the

actual flow parameters for the conditions prevailnn-, in the present ihock

tube work.



APPEIDIX B

1. Azou~t'• Rad~atu'ri Pre'zurs.

The fG-ce on a sphere ar-,ýInr from the &cuttc ra'•jatlon prer;-

of a Sound tfeld has been work-d nut the oretically by Yin; (ref, 23). wh-_

considered the casea of piane progressive and stationary waves. For

the I1bter case. whk.- is approximately anplicablo to the preset Z si.at 1-r.,

King found that the time-average of the force on a sphere of radius a it

P 4n, (a /x) sin (4• P) . F (p E(23

where

- wavelength of sound in air

z - distance normal tv wave-fron

1 + 2/3 (1- .PIfL)

P1 . density of air

PL a density of sphere ,or drop)

ý •- enargy density of sound field.

The energy density E may be found from the relation,

22 2 2 I V0

where f is the frequency of the sound and • is the displacement amplitiude

of the air particle3.

For the two liquids used in the present workq the density ratios are

the f oUllwin~n

Water ,Methyl Alcohc.

Pl/PL - 0.00123 Pl/PL - 0.00152

These values show that the condition P1/pL(( 1, is adequately met, so

that the density function is closely F(pl/pL) - 5/6, reducing Eq. (23) to

s.yo ,,•(=•"23 , tt•x (•5;

0 II ~1 W2 II II I I I I
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Zouat�:�i ., .ii.:_, been verif ied exprrin..ntal ly in n.cm. r,,--nt w~rk by

Rudnici. f, z2)

thalcula.?ion) w;cich.ca foll-;w "+0 to llh.:rate-

-n .2-t t.1 itve way thte orer of magnituide if the ra, i',ra presar-a

force on d.Jopro it Wi1! be LatiIfactorv to as:-iro a f "or A. A

wo: o.t • ]a"ir: krfs. 2$7 26) r;oortz" valuea of 0 !O .icronr a

f 0 1, kc. A v4' ie 2ý ra.cronr at £ - 5f _ ic cm ,.-5 Cf. / wil,

aLsu fcrz ,,c , present calculations of L and P. UL ;'. A9 -i 1.228 x .0 j

g•/cu. cm. (2.38 x 103 slug/cu, ft.) and the values of f and 0o Just

mentioned, Eq. (24) gives E 379 ergs/cu.cm. This value of 2 applied to

a iOO micron drop (a - 500 microns) reduces Eq. (25) to

- 2.24 sin (h4 2/X)

which, along with the displacement %, has been plotted as a function of

z in Fig. 52. It can be seen there that i varies sinusoidally at a fre-

quency twice that of g . In the arrangerment to support drops against

gravity tnere are evidently 1/8-wave length intervals along the z-axiS

wherein it is pcssible for a drop to rest in stanle e quilibrium.

The exact position at which a drop will rest stably -cay ne fcunu

by equating P to the weijrht o' the drop, That is

io(n a si (i•nzc./X) r mg 5"
3 3

105 (n / A') sin (rcA' -rg n "

where m is the mass of drop and g the acceleration of gravity. The pre-

ceding equation leads to z P r,

sin (4rzo/x) - B

which can b' solved for z to give

zo -- (/h) sin- 1 ( 2 pLgk) -5•'---(27)

Considering water drops (PT - 1.00 gm/ncu.cm.) arc a frequency of 50

Kc (x - 0.695 cm), Fq. (27) becomes



0, 0.553 sin1 (86.7/1 (28)

ExRaiination of Fig. 52 shows -hat the oositions of stable drop
support are specified by the relation

z (• - 1) U- - s (29)W 0B

where n - O, 1, 2, 9.. and 7. is given by Eq. (28), where the range of

so Is o so kv-B8. A plot of 20 V3. E, as calculated from Eq. (28), is

shown in Fig. 53. It is worth noting that zo is independent of drop diameter

within the general limitation of King's theory that (2na/X)< 1. This does

not mean that stable support of drops is impossible under other conditions.

In fact, the largest drop in Fig. 32(a) has a radius a - 0.15 cm, leading

to (2ta/X) - 1.4 . However, the quantitative use of King's theory is

not valid for drops so large.

Two typical drops are shown in Fig. 52. The value of E is that

calculated for 50 [c. and Yo" 25 microns. If the sound energy were
decreased, the drops would fall to lower positions until z° - 1/8, which is

actually an unstable position corresponding to - 86.7 ergs/cu.cm.

2. Vibrator Desil

As mentioned earlier, the barium t.tanate cylinders have three modes

of erbrations: radial, thickness, and lengthwise (i.e., along the axis of

the cylinder). It was found that the radial mode, which occurs at f - 30 Kc

for the cylinder in questiin, would rather quickly break the cement bond*

between the cylinder and the dural diaphragm. The thickness mode is

ecited at much higher frequencies around 530 Kc, and it would be difficult
to couple energ into the diaphragm with this mode.

Lerothuiae expansion and contraction was found to excite the dural

diaphragm to circular modea of vibration of sufficient amplitude to support

drops in the manner already described. The problem of matching the funda-

mental or sowe harromnc frequency ot* the diaphragm to the driving fre-

quency of the bariva titanate cylinder is, of course, basic to obtaining

aptlwum sound output*

•1 ZR ' " f-l iv were tried with varying success. The one finally

adepted is an ep=W resin called "A-60 by its mansfacturer, Armstrong
Prdcts C40 Waw, Ldiaana.
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- r. d 'u .... . ,.' '. r'"ted to

a.z -. _ ;.):n no-, cxrn:Traxar to tOre Utin carzti±r

.of C'I.r..o½ the f. -n.cy of a clam.ped-

.... ,-..1-/_?

where

,unwrmerntal frequency

. �rfirst harmonic frequency4.

0

a. - 1.626

h - tnicknc5s of dlsc, inches

r - rat4us of disc rn,ýrczured frori center of inner

- Liampin,g edge, .ncne&

R, - Modýl.'u of elam•icity, lbs. (F)/sq. in.

n - w•nsity 3 lb. (M)/ cu. in.
-, -" c"at•,on's ratio

C* on9.tting 2S S I dural (E - 10.5 xC 10 lb;. (F)/ so. in., a

C, 35.k o: >0 lb. 4M)/c.u, in.) and a cylinder for which r - 0.812 inch,

*(30)

and

5 9.6 .,, 104 h't

Let,•ng & eq(j- 50 Ke in Eqs. (31) and (32) and solving for the

tliickr,-ie.: results in h0 '. 0.328-inch and h a O.064-inch.



o The thicknesses Just mentioned neglect any lcrtding effect of the

diaphrap on the frequency of t h cylindr. Although our search of the

literaturs on thin effect wan not exhaustlvc1, it does not appear to have

been analyzed in a manner producing useful de8ign f'rmulas. in view of

this situatign it wan. surmised that an experimental determinati on of the

oPt1iaw~ ti.kr,,t-s could be made by cementing an overly thick diaphragr:•

to the cylinder and then cutting it down in small incrementr. Such a

procedý.re wai aotually tried, but it did not produce consistent rpsultý.

In the !:awe of one cylinder it developed internal cracks cau-sea by 1 athc

Machining, wrile in other cases the adhesive bond betwcen diaphragm And

cy2,'J •,( came faulty. It is possible that future improvement in tt.e

b-,,-iin wi.ll make the method successful.

As a reaulL .^ L,ýjt with a number of cyllnders• each having a some-

What diffe.rent diaphraga thickness, two values of thickness, namely2

0.086-1nch and 6.125-inch , were found best from th,- standooint of holding

drops. The calculated disc frequencies f 0 corresponding to these thick-

nesses are 51.2 Kc and 74.5 Kc, respectively.

St. (;.air (ref. 36) has described a different type of sound genera-

tor working in the 10 - 30 Xc range. The arrangement is essentially that

of a dynamic loudspeaker in which tre usual voice coil has been replaced

by a free-free bar of circular cross-section. The bar has a machined

driving ring which extends into the flux gao of the magnet structure,

the latter having been modified by the additiz of an exciting coil.

Power fed into the exciting coil induces a sinusoidal current in the driv-

ing ring which excites longitudinal vibrations in the bar. The sound

fields pro4uved try this generator are reported by St. Clair to be strong

epougb to support lead *hot.

We have made som Upts on a 20 Kc vibrator patterned after St.

CMaIr' design. The performance was not nearly as satisfactory as the

vibrator using the barium titanate cylinder. However, this may arise

fra defficiancies in or design and does not necessarily aean that the

St. Ct i generator is basioaly undted for the present application.

Thw a"..'r to be two Important diferowes in our versions of the two

tpew at vlbrata-o nommly, fr*qen and the radiation pattern. At the

0



present time we are not prepared to analyze these factors adequitely.

3. Zff'eo• 'i Sould Field nn u

Consider the idealized case where tho uniform frlow behind the shock

wave interacts with a plane stationary sounj field. The displacerent of

air particles by the sound waves can e wr-itten

" o sin (2nz./X) sin (2naI t/X) (33)

At a particular point z0 the amplitude factor is 11sin (2n zO/), and

for largq energy densities a drop will be held very close to a displace-

ment loop (maximum ' ) where sin (2n z,)) 2 .. Then

" sin (2n a. , t/x) (4)

and the velocity induced by the sound will be

U - o(2nf) cos (2n a2 tl)) (35)

Inasmuch as the Weber number has been taken as a criterion for break-

up it is of interest to find the square of the total velocity u of the

air relative to a drop fixed at zo. Vector addition of the steady and

fluctuating ielocity components leads to

2 2 2 2 •2 2
u - U 2 ÷US u2 + (2tfo 0) cos (2-ft) . (36)

GrantinR that the dynw ic pressure acting for a certain time* leads
2

to break-up, it is of interest to calculate the average value of U ,

namely,

u U it~ f 2) Co (2ift).(3)

*For the drop sizes investiated, this time is cm.nsiderably greater than

one period T of the sound. The present example tILIea f 50 Kc, for

which T - 20 microseconds.
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The Stu&drd 4efinition of a tine-average,

T

~ ( dt j,

appld to Eq. (37) leads to

-2 1 2 2/
2 . 7 1 u2 dt + 4n2fT [02 cos 2(2nft) dt. (38)

Inte ratin q. (38)p and noting that u2  constant for a given value

2 2 2 # 2R2p 9 2 (39)

n f S0 Kc and 0 - 25 microns (0.821 x lO•ft.) Eq. (39)
be eg me al qa

2 2 (4o)

Orp In term of the root man square,

urn = r212.= u22 + 332)1/2. (4)

The following table illustrates the relative magnitudes of u rs and u 2.

Table 5

u2  (ft./see.) u•

60 62.7

84.3 86.3
257.3 158.2
238*5 239.0

In Am at irw a ss= made for the scand field, it is believed

.that tI Valow %*Wlete skove owerestimto urm In au. case, these
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Svalues wouLi cpply only d;:rinr- the sho•rt time after tne ;aZage of the
! shock wave that the drop is near the axis of the sound field. Experierce

with the drop holder indicates that roughly 2 mm. or more from tte axis

it is no longer possible to support drops. A drop whrse critical velocity

is 60 ft./sec., for example, will move about 10 mm. before breaking.

Consequently it seems probable that most -f the time that a drop is de-

S forming it will be acted upon by essentially u2 , the contribution of u

'33

S being negligilie.

i i



*t a astwe~d as !,I dHxse n;at, '-rax& uVP !5~ le 1e 0 -0Y^: by

the WVber nu•ber at the stagnatim point, tren the efe-ct of def-rati,

may be callal d 'Am Fq. (8) and the definition f ebaer naber. t" ¾

if A and R &re the principal radii of curvature at tht stagnatIon izt

on a deorvd drp,

2
(10) de (42)

This relation, with &q. (!I), gives t1he ratio,

(we )4df 2

where R is the radius of a spherical drop v&ALune equal to that of -,he

deforxed drop. When no deformation is present, F5 a P, - P, and Eq. (U3

reduces to wity.
Under the present assump, ion a deformed dropwill break up i•f its

stagnatian-point Weber number equals the critical Weber number for a

spherical drop of equal volume. That is

vhich implies

2_ _(p2 u )aer, '2• jsph, kc )

Equation U4-3) can be rewritten

(P2uc 2)def .k4,

S¼P2 u )Sph.
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where the cta.,t -. 'e functiotal G ',s defin-.d a3

1t

An~tuaij p pis & f unct-ca of u , but :x a first arproxlmation lot

(pC )Ce, - (r.C Sph. Then from q. (Wi),

0,• 1/2 (U)
c Sph"

U.iu t:- : .... 3f (U )d. frox Eq. (46) and the Shock tube curves in
c defe

Ap',,cnd,12x A, x ::-rrespcnding vd ue (p can be found. A second

fipprja.-L~ U. .uC Se. can then be calculated from Eq. (44), where now~

U 'def .

i2%
" 2uc sph.

1"r o,- which

(1 .1/2
i1(1)) -ol/2 J 2
c def. i sph" `7

(P2 def.

The nature of the calculation probably ,lo'es rot warrant hiRher approxima-

tion than the first, as a later oxample will show.

In order to cbtain numerical values for the function G it is

necessary to ,naLee srome arsumptions repardinR the shape of the deformed

drop. The vertical drop profilrs of Fig. 37 are approximately elliptical,

and visual observation from above the drops showed them t o be closely

circular in the horizontal plane. Accordingly the assumed drop surface

will be that of an oblate spheroid defined by the equation

2 2 2

az



2 2

a b?
wh ra~ius a curvature at t , stagri ion point k x -- , Z 0 c .

tho ctuvature fs cpian.

2±

The volul e of the ±blate spheloid is 4/3 n atb a,4 mut equal the

rol" o a aphere of radius F.eC, which leads to the condition a b -R

M~kng wo f tis Eq. (8 a brte

Z 4.

R- C 64

24-R 14

In teras of tcurnvature at the ellipoe, e poi - (bx a , y. (-9)

2- 2

The -rah o t Et. (50) has been plotted as a 1 Cuar A in Fig. 5 i.
Fthe - oe when the long volu of the oblate pri/a hbroid area tis

flaki tohe air ftlhs, R2 &() c a , be equatnon for G becmes

1(16

in ten ot tf eccentricity h
o 2 - 2e)/

no, a to t , art, ,t % aa/, ,h eqato fo , 0 becoe
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A piot of is x shown a'; CZurve B in . -

--.4 . ai e.iample to illustrate the &-,-nitfdu!e invnived, abrur.e

a vý4ii.,11 or. oc city or e - 0.50. Thia corresvox•,I- to b/U - 0.866,

wh, 41.3 a,.tt.ýly arAler it.,n that o~bsrved on the drops used in the
dat ,; :' , 5. h, •, L: . Frcm O•,ve A of Yii. 54, G e 0.898 when

e - u.t, adr, G/ 1S. Consequerntly Eq. (46) predic',.s that

,u.,, .. 0.948 (u,),ph.

or I. , r (,.nt decrease in critical velocity due to the tassumedi

,, ,'rapts of Fig. 37 ka) show thatL largc drops (much larger-

tt., r-.r1d uiiie) utdir certain conditiozm of ahe sound field, car,

be " ,., :',r.;;ed. e lO,':t f:r 0, , xz1'o r ix.pi(: !ves a neasured

ratio - 0.6, for which e - 0.80. In this case 0 0.625, and

kUcd.= 0.791 (ue~p•

",-' a.t ,, A per cent decrease, in u ccaustd by deformation.
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